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Abstract— Enhancing the features of object oriented design and by improving the security constraints with quality of the software is a
great challenge for the researchers today. We aim to identify security factors and its impact on security. It has become clear that the
most challenging task of security development is to provide required functionality and to fulfill specific properties of security such as
trustworthy design which improves the security of software. The design stage takes as its initial inputs the requirement identified in
the approved requirements document. For each requirement, a set of one or more design elements will be produced as a result of
interviews, workshops, and /or prototype efforts. The design elements are intended to describe the software in sufficient detail, such
that skilled developers and engineers may develop and deliver the software with minimal additional input design. Design attributes
effects on security as well as on quality thus we want it to validate as a security factor in design phase.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modern software security is continuously increasing in dimension and complexity. Security issues have
an ever greater effect on quality of software [1].During the last decades; it has become clear that the most
challenging task of security development is to provide required functionality and to fulfill specific
properties of security such as trustworthy design which improves the security of software. Software is very
vulnerable which can be attacked to cause damage to previously healthy software. This infected software
can replicate itself and be carried across networks to cause damage in other systems. Security needs
mainly include data confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication, authorization and access control.
These are the important security factor contribute in best of the software security. Software security and its
factor identification is the broad area which may reveal many facts that will enhance security. Here a
proposal for research in the same area that is identification of security factor, its impact on other security
factor. Design features which will include security factors will improve the security as well as quality of
software [2]. The Design Phase result in one of the two key elements to the project: the design. Without a
details design, the second key element, the software, cannot be constructed, implemented, trained upon, or
operated. The approval of the Design Phase deliverables, the completion of the design project status
review, and the approval to proceed to the next phase, signifies the end of the Design Phase for secure
software with user friendly
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Fig. 1 Security factors contributing in best of software security

II. ORIGIN OF THE RESEARCH AREA

The evolving security environment in the early twenty-first century creates new challenges for all,
including for software. Design properties will implicate in stonework the way for security across the
Software region towards the twentieth first century, and will contributed to important autonomous
conversion in the Software Security area. Methods of software coding are being used that are inherently
insecure. Logic modules are written that create security subjects when they are combined, the
implementations are rolled out that create vulnerabilities rather than eliminate them. There is no question
the development is a complex undertaking. When 100 programmers collaborate on a software project, they
work on individual software factions or architectural components [3]. These components are often
developed separately and periodically stabled to ensure that they work together. But when it comes to tie it
all together it takes a conductor to orchestrate the many different components and developer groups into a
cohesive whole for its constancy purposes. This complexity of development makes integration testing
difficult to accomplish in a comprehensive manner. These concerns and complexities in today’s software
world lead to problems, with security vulnerability being one of the more significant by product. With
development forces working furiously just to make an application work within all of its components
within the sometime unspoken pressure to be done on time and under budget, security for success appears
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to be path of least resistance. Security for points of failure and looking for ways to “break” the software
are often ignored. Even when they aren’t ignored, it is the sophisticated process that needs to be managed
to accomplish the breadth and depth of software necessary to ensure security.
III. SECURITY ATTRIBUTES VS. OBJECT ORIENTED FEATURES

Ways of improvement to control properly complexity factor, which is related to security attribute [4].
The main objective of this proposal is to lessen the complexity of security with the enhancement of
security using security factor and using it in designation of securities. We shall describe this occurrence as
Security Attributes vs. Object oriented features. We will find object oriented constrains and its mapping in
security factors. Many of the abilities that are claimed for security are exactly those that are wanted by
those who have to use or deploy software, yet run almost directly counter to the commercial needs of
typical software development businesses, where a continuous revenue stream that means usually through
the mechanism of upgrades or high-priced support is needed. Design attributes effects on security as well
as on quality thus we want it to validate as a security factor in design phase.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

Objective of the proposed project is to enhance the features of object oriented design and by this to
improve security as well as quality of the software. We have already identified security factors and its
impact on security. The design stage takes as its initial inputs the requirement identified in the approved
requirements document. For each requirement, a set of one or more design elements will be produced as a
result of interviews, workshops, and /or prototype efforts. The design elements are intended to describe the
software in sufficient detail, such that skilled developers and engineers may develop and deliver the
software with minimal additional input design.
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